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ABOUT

DEATH # DISCO is the name of an internationally well reputed Berlin based clubnight dealing with
exciting contemporary acts from the genres Post Punk, Cold Wave, Minimal Synth, Shoegaze and
Noise Pop. It was founded in June 2010 by long time creative DJ- and promoter couple Ian P. Christ
(Remembrance Daze, Hidden Treasure Music) and NecroPhil (Remembrance Daze, Aufnahme +
Wiedergabe) in order to support new music of the styles mentioned above.

DEATH # DISCO is taking place (at least) once a month at the King Kong Klub in Berlin-Mitte with
regular one-off-event specials in different selected locations. The main aim of the clubnight is to
feature live gigs by new acts on each edition, accomplished by adequate DJ-sets by DJs from
everywhere in the world.

Most acts that played DEATH # DISCO during the first year of it's existence gave their Germany or
Berlin stage debut at this very night. That includes artists like FRANK (JUST FRANK) (US), NINE
CIRCLES (NL), SOVIET SOVIET (IT), CEREMONY (US), BOOTBLACKS (US), PRINCIPE VALIENTE
(SE), NINA BELIEF (US) and UN CADAVRE (UK).

Motivated by the so far overwhelming feedback of their concept and in order to celebrate the first
anniversary of their very own baby, Ian P. Christ and NecroPhil decided to produce a special present
for both, their commited audience and the artists that mainly embossed the face of the clubnight: The
first official DEATH # DISCO compilation!

Limited to 500 individually numbered copies, this CD features 21 tracks by most acts that played
DEATH # DISCO the first year with a total duration of more than 79 minutes. 15 tracks will appear
here for the first time on CD, 11 of them are previously unreleased tracks or exclusive versions at all.

But DEATH # DISCO’s first compilation is much more than just an anniversary celebration statement
of a certain clubnight. It’s nothing less than a yet incomplete reflection of a more than lively
international scene of modern Cold Wave, Post Punk and otherwise associated dark underground
music with an enormous potential. The perfect access to a world of rough and exciting new music
beyond the "independent mainstream".

The first copies of the CD will be handed out for free to every guest of the official record release night
on 17. June 2011 at the King Kong Klub, the remaining copies will be distributed through the DEATH #
DISCO website (www.death-disco) and selected mailorders all over the world for a low budget price.

This is for you. Play it loud and enjoy!



TRACKLIST

01. SOVIET SOVIET "Lokomotiv" ^
02. THE LOST RIVERS "Stay"
03. ULTERIOR "The Emptiness We Share"
04. DIGITAL LEATHER "Gerbil" ^^^
05. THE EXPLODING BOY "Torn"
06. CEREMONY "Not Tonight"
07. PRINCIPE VALIENTE "The Night (DJ Edit)" ^^
08. FRANK (JUST FRANK) "Do The Soviet" ^
09. JOY/DISASTER "Sweetie Monkey" ^^^
10. BOOTBLACKS "The Flood" ^^^
11. MUERAN HUMANOS "Cosméticos Para Cristo"
12. NINA BELIEF "Cracken Attack" ^^^
13. DEVON DISASTER + CUTE HEELS "Slave Toy (Radio Crisis Mix)" ^^^
14. NINE CIRCLES "The Rose (New Era)" ^^^
15. SOLITUDE FX "Promises We Made (Demo)" ^^^
16. LEBANON HANOVER "Die World II (Rough Demo Cut)" ^^^
17. UN CADAVRE "The Deposition"
18. SIXTH JUNE "Back For A Day" ^
19. TOBIAS BERNSTRUP "Midnight Blue (Single Edit)" ^^
20. VAHN "Scenes Of A Sexual Nature" ^^^
21. GEMEINE GESTEINE "War Party" ^

^^^ Previously unreleased track
^^   Previously unreleased version
^     First time on CD
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